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HHIIII/NOFORN - SKEET CHANNELS ONLY 

PROJECT SUN STREAK (U) 

ERV SESSION PROCEDURES REPORT 

WARNING NOTICE: INTELLIGENCE SOURCES AND METHODS INVOLVED 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONTROL NUMBER: 

DATE OF SESSION 26 Aug 86 

REFERENCES: SPR-001-86, DTD 26 Aug 86, SAB 

DATE OF REPORT: 28 Aug 86 

TECHNIQUE UTILIZED: ERV 

NICKNAME: OTHER "G" 

TARGET COUNTRY: UNK 

SESSION NUMBER: 02 

MISSION STATUS: Continuing 

SOURCE IDENTIFIER: 101 

1. ( ) TASKING: In the absence of the operations officer (official 
leave) no further tasking was provided to the Interviewer prior to this session. 
Source was told only that from the limited information in the Interviewer's 
possession it would appear that Source had acquired the proper site and that future 
sessions, including this session would be utilized to describe the multiple 
tasking at this site. Source was also provided the same encrypted coordinates 
as the previous session as per Extended Renate Viewing (ERV) protocols. No 
other cueing or descriptive data exceptthat quoted above was provided to Source 
pertaining to this site. 

2. ( ) SESSION: There were no unusual occurrences per external 
environmental conditions known to Interviewer which may have influenced the results 
of this session. Source did complain of some back pain, due to an old injury, 
but stated tahtt he did not believe that his discon.t fort would affect this session. 
Source's observed hynagogic state did n•• display a~y significant adverse 
manifestations which would indicate to the Interviewer that a proper Remote 
Viewing altered state of consciousness was not being maintained. The session 
was conducted utilizing only standard ERV protocols. 

3. ( ) SUMMARY: 

a. ( ) The following narrative, contained within quotation marks, is 
an :abridged version of Source's post-session written summary. This summary has been 
editorialized, (as indicated), by the undersigned for clarity, grammar and structure. 
The actual unagridged summary is maintained in the miss.ton field dossier at this 
location along with any other matetial produced during this session, e.g., sketches, 
notes, etc). "(at the site there is an) oddpshaped builidng. (There are) 
impressions of (the letter) "E" and also the figure of a cross (in relation to the 
shape of the building). (There is) cleared areas around the building. Some 
of (the) sides of the building are at right angles to each other (and other do not 
form right angles). There is an elevated walkway through an open area (around) 
the building. On the first floor (of the building) is a room .••• in which there 
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Ea device whmch looks like a podium (except) that the light (normally used to 
to illuminate the speakers notes) appears to be pointing out (into the audience). 
There is another device which is composed of many components. One of (the) components 
consists of two rollers or brushes (like the type found in a generator motor). 
(These rollers) (brushes) face each other and move. In (the rear) of the room is 
a small room with a red light, (which reminds me of a photographic darkroom). This 
is (used) with the door shut and the red light on. (At the time( there are two 
men in the room and a cabinet with very narrow drawers. On the sixth floor is 
a complex of two (administrative) offices and separate large room. (This room) 
contains a large (long) table and a (viewing) screen. (The) room is enpty (at the 
time of viewing) and the door is open. (When viewed at a time) when the room is 
occupied, (I see) that only aobut half of the chairs (around the table) are occupied. 
(I sense) that the people (are both) military and civilian (but the meeting) is 
controllled by the civilians. The military (are dressed) in dark blue uniforms 
and (do not) say much (accept) to answer questions (without) volunteering information. 
(Around) a podium (by the viewing) screen there are (several) men standing. They 
They (appear( to be civilians but (I sense) an underlying military quality. The 
(odd shaped) building is (located) near an old city (which contains numerous) 
official buildings and monuments. There is a river nearby but I can only sense 
that (without) really seeing it." 

b. ( ) During the actual session, Source reported other data 
which may impact on the final assessment of this target. That data is listed below 
in raw unevaluated form: 

(1) ( ) On top of the odd-shaped building is box like 
structure, metallic with sharp corners. The purpose of this structure is unknown. 

(2) ( ) On the first floor, location ~2, (specific tasking), 
is the containing the podium (with ligqts pointing out to the audience) < there 

there 
other 
moving 

are other machines (in addition to the machine with rollers/brushes). The 
devices are components to the overall purpose of the room. A sound of machinery 

back and forth with a muted swishing sound. 

(3) ( ) In the "red lit room," the cabinet with narrow 
drawers contained spools, rolls, wires, sponges and items of documentation. A 
preconception (AOL) of the words "lactex" and fungi come to mind for unknown 
reasons. 

(4) ( ) On the sixth floor, location #1 & #2 (specific tasking), 
is located one three room complex referenced above. The room contains what 
appears to be flags (standing by the viewing screen) and rich, dark colored ( 
furnishings and wall paneling. Key words perceived during the referenced meeting 
included: "systems, elongated, chartsi1 and "chidings (sic.\ 1 a visual of a ship 
or boat located in a narrow channel, canal or canal lock was also perceived. 
In reference tho this perception of a marine vessel there were other key words such 
as: "conversion, altering, updating, modernization and upgrading." The perception 
strongly indicated that the vessel in question was not a warship and the words 
pertaining to the vessel could and did apply to the people associated with the 
craft. 

4. ( ) OPS FEEDBACK: In the continued absence of the Operation's Officer, 
(who is knowledgeable of the actual target), no feedback was possible following this 
limiting bactor and accepted the lack of feedback with expected professional 
aplomb. Further sessions are planned and in lieu of any direction to the contrary, 
a presumpt9ion will continue to be made that Source has acquired the proper 
target and information he is providing is valid to the exfent that it is reported 
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to and recorded by the Interviewer (the undersigned) who, like Source, is not 
knowledgeable of the actual target. Source was not told if or when further 
sessions pertaining to this target would be conducted. 

SG1J 

Special Activities Officer 
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